RACEMASTERS

4 Lanes of Racing Action - 25 Running Feet of Track!

This four lane set is our most popular ever! Great fun for the whole family or for an entire neighborhood! Over 16 track configurations possible for the ultimate in Le Mans action. Start a racing club today! Comes with everything needed to race.

ACCESSORIZE!

Racemasters carries a full line of track to expand. One of the hottest trends is neighborhood race centers. With AFX, you can grow a race set into a monster! The sky is the limit when it comes to expansion!

AFX

NIAGARA
HOBBY & CRAFT MART
3300 Union Road
Buffalo, New York 14225
Three Squeeze Tracks!
Run the gauntlet—Only one at a time will fit. Will it be you?

3-9" Sections of Squeeze Track!, 2 High Performance SRT Cars! Lap Counter! Chicane Section! 2 hand controllers and a UL listed wall type power pack.

Squeeze tracks only take one car at a time. If you arrive just a little bit late... Your in the "marbles!"

Introducing the new SRT Hi Performance car!

INFINITY™
Hot Figure-8 Action!
A great starter set - also fun for the experienced racer!

FEATURES:
UL APPROVED POWER PACK
2-FINGER TIP "PRO" CONTROLLERS
2 AFX RACING TURBO RACERS

PACK: 6
WEIGHT: 26
CUBE: 2.8
PART NO: 9111
SUPER G+ CARS: Awesome Performance!

When you are serious about your racing these babies have all the good stuff. The legend continues with the 2006 Super G+ Line. Full tilt performance and concourse detail. This is what H.O. is all about.

Introducing Officially Licensed Cars Racing On The Nascar Circuits - By Special Permission!

THE FUTURE IS NOW!

SRT are High Performance H.O. Slot Cars that feature tons of innovative Parts. Neo Dymium ground effect Magnets, 7/25 gear ratio, non disengaging pick-up shoes and shoe springs for great performance!
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
Make your layout bigger, more exciting, or add accessories.

One of the best features of the Racemasters line is the expandability. With our complete line of parts and accessories you can let your imagination be your guide when building your “dream” track. Virtually any configuration imaginable for a two or four lane track can be made. All Racemaster AFX parts come packaged on a 4-color card, poly-sealed, ready for display. Assortments and individual master packs are both available.

DESCRIPTIONS:
8628 9" BANDED CURVE SET
8630 CONTROLLER
8631 POWER PACK
8656 6" 1/8 CURVE
8663 15" 1/8 CURVE
8992 3" HAIRPIN
8993 9" CHICANE
8634 TUNE UP KIT RACING TURBO
8995 TUNE UP KIT 6+
8623 9" 1/4 CURVE, PAIR
8624 9" 1/8 CURVE, PAIR
8627 15" TERMINAL TRACK
8646 15" LAP COUNTER
8621 15" STRAIGHT TRACK, PAIR
8626 3" ADAPTER TRACK, PAIR
8622 9" STRAIGHT TRACK, PAIR
8641 6" STRAIGHT TRACK, PAIR
8632 3" STRAIGHT TRACK, PAIR
8659 9" CROSSOVER TRACK, PAIR
8648 GUARDRAILS, 10 PACK
8629 LAP COUNTER, AUTOMATIC
8991 12" BANDED CURVE SET
8625 9" SQUEEZE TRACK
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